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Hallways
Interview Questions:

		
		
		
		
		

With whom do you hang out in the hallways? Does it change depending on the time of day? If so, how? What
teacher, sponsor or coach routinely uses the hallway for their extended classroom? Contrast the hallway
scene before school, between classes and after school.
Describe the most unusual hallway pass that a teacher has given you. For what reasons are you in the hallway
during a class period? What are your favorite signs/posters you have seen in the hall. What is your
strategy for traveling through the hallways? Tell me about your locker life.
Tell me about a time when you met with a class, an organization or a sports team in one of the halls.
Where do you find the most congestion in school hallways? Where in the hallways do you spend most of your
time? In which hallway is your locker?
Why do you find your time in the hall some of the best of the day? Tell me a reason you have been told by a
teacher to wait in the hall.
Compute how many minutes you typically spend in the halls during an average school day. How do you
decorate your locker so it reflects your personality?

Poll/Survey Question:

		
Do you hang out in the hallway outside your class until the last second?
			
			
			

___ Definitely yes
___ No, never
___ Sometimes

Photo Possibilities:

		
Photos of friends decorating a locker to celebrate a birthday
		
		
		

A crowd shot of the hallway taken from a bird’s eye view
A class/organization/team using the hallway for an activity
A silhouette shot capturing a single student in the hallway taking a test

Module Ideas:

		
		
		
		
		
		

News feature story
Matching of decorated lockers with students and/or teachers with unique hall passes
Bar graph of poll/survey results
Dominant photo of a crowded hallway
Montage of diverse hallway shots to illustrate variety of uses
Map with pull-out photos and quotes about different school hallways

